Hamlet was the perfect gentleman and Prince

"(Hamlet was) the glass of fashion & the mould of form"

The ghost of Hamlet’s father who was murdered by Claudius

"Murder most foul, as in the best it is, but this most foul, strange and unnatural"

Queen of Denmark, married Claudius after the death of her husband (King Hamlet)

"Methinks the lady doth protest too much"

The villainous King of Denmark and 2nd husband of Queen Gertrude

"How smart a lash that speech doth give my conscience. The harlot’s cheek beautied with plast’ring art"

The Prince of Denmark and the son of Queen Gertrude and the late King Hamlet

Hamlet’s sweet and obedient girlfriend who kills herself after Hamlet murders her father

Hamlet was the perfect gentleman and Prince

"Neither a borrower nor a lender be; For loan oft loses both itself and friend"

Borrowing or lending people money can be unwise
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